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PRODUCT
ODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT
Dear Sihl Customer,
Sihl Digital Imaging has developed a new line of premium inkjet canvas for solvent, latex and UV inkjet
printers. Presto™ is the newest addition to one of the most complete lines of inkjet canvas in the market
today. Sihl’s portfolio includes multiple finishes, thread patterns, textures, white points and archival qualities
to support every printer platform, project requirement and price structure. Presto™ is manufactured at Sihl’s
US headquarters in Rhode Island, allowing for shorter lead times, larger inventories, NAFTA compliance and,
most importantly, lower pricing.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
3134 Presto™ SG and 3146 Presto™ S are premium, bright white, inkjet coated canvases designed to
produce denser blacks, more vivid colors and smoother gradients. The 17 mil, poly / cotton blend provides a
flexible base for easy stretching with no edge cracking. Presto™ canvas is compatible with solvent, latex and
UV inkjet printers.
PRINT
Sihl Presto™ combines maximum ink loading and extremely fast dry times to produce excellent print quality
and color gamut.
Visit www.sihlusa.com for the onboard print settings for leading brands of inkjet printers.
FINISH
Sihl Presto™ SG and S canvases do not need to be overlaminated to produce gallery quality wraps without
edge cracking. Both the satin and semi-gloss finishes were developed to match the gloss level of leading
liquid overlaminate products in the market. For additional durability or to change the finish, Presto™ is compatible with all leading brands of liquid overlaminate.
BUY
Sihl 3134 Presto™ SG is in stock and available for immediate shipment.
Roll Sizes: 36”, 54”, 60” by 50’ length, 3” core.
Sihl 3146 Presto™ S is in stock and available for immediate shipment.
Roll Sizes: 54”, 60” by 50’ length, 3” core.
Call 1-800-366-7393
Sincerely,
Sihl Digital Imaging Team

